Introduction
• Heavy quark (charm and bottom) production at RHIC and LHC allows one to study the poorly known gluon distributions of protons and nuclei.
• HERA: Indirect determination of xG(x, Q 2 ) from DIS off protons through DGLAP: 1  1  1  1  1   00  00  00  00  00  00  00  00  00   11  11  11  11  11  11  11  11  11  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0   1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1   00  00  00  00  00  00  00  00  00  00   11  11  11  11  11  11  11  11  11  11   00  00  00  00  00  00  00  00   11  11  11  11  11  11  11 If yes, is the underlying mechanism hard of soft?
• At low x and at high density, a new hard scale appears that is proportional to the thickness of the target (McLerran, Venugopalan) → hope to calculate saturation in pQCD.
• Large nuclei (large thickness T (b)) obviously provide an advantage in the search for saturation. However, the nuclear gluon distribution is expected to be modified anyway by leading twist gluon shadowing.
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The Dipole Formulation of DIS
• At low x, photon-gluon fusion (γ * + G → q +q) dominates over γ * + q → q + G and the DIS cross section can be written as,
• In momentum space, this formula takes a k T factorized form with
where F(k T ) is the unintegrated gluon density.
• The impact parameter representation is advantageous for the description of nuclear effects, because partonic configurations with fixed transverse separations are interaction eigenstates. Miettinen, Pumplin, PRD16:1696 ,1978 Zamolodchikov, Kopeliovich, Lapidus, JETP Lett. 33:612,1981 The Dipole Cross Section
• The DGLAP improved saturation model of Bartels, Golec-Biernat, Kowalski, Phys. Rev. D66: 014001, 2002 for σ N(x, ρ) successfully fits low-x DIS data from HERA: The amplitude reads (Kopeliovich, Tarasov, NPA710:180,2002 )
with the profile function
The Dipole Approach to Heavy Quark Production
• The final result is, (Nikolaev, Piller, Zakharov, JETP 81, 851, 1995) :
-α: Light-Cone momentum fraction of the heavy quark Q -ρ: transverse size of the QQ pair
• General rule: • Right: Single quark rapidity distribution in the Dipole Approach at √ s = 200 GeV.
Large uncertainties for open charm production from choice of m c ,
Multiple Scattering and Nuclear Effects
• When switching from a proton to a nuclear target, the profile function γ a N (b) for a nucleon needs to be replaced by the profile function for a nucleus γ
• The advantage of the (ρ, α) representation is, that one can calculate σ A(ρ) from σ N(ρ).
• In the limit of very high energy, all partons move along straight lines and pick up only a (color) phase factor as they move through the nucleus. Averaging over the target is done as in Glauber theory,
• At finite energy, one has to solve the Dirac (Klein-Gordon) equation for quarks (gluons) propagating through an external color field in the Furry approximation: Terms of order 1/E are neglected, except in phase factors. This accounts for variations of the transverse size of partonic configurations. • In DIS, shadowing is caused by the aligned jet configurations, where either α → 0 or α → 1
Extension parameter:
These aligned jet configurations are shadowed even for Q 2 → ∞. That is why shadowing in DIS is leading twist.
• In heavy quark production however 
Inclusion of Higher Fock States
• Higher Fock states are included in the parametrization of σ N(x, ρ).
• However, the rescattering of these higher Fock states is neglected in the eikonal approximation.
• This can be cured by the following recipe:
where
and R G (x, b) is the leading twist gluon shadowing, calculated from the propagation of a GG dipole through a nucleus.
• Expansion of the nuclear dipole cross section:
Already the single scattering term is suppressed due to gluon shadowing. • No gluon shadowing at x 2 > 0.01, because of short l c .
Gluon Shadowing
• The dipole approach predicts much smaller gluon shadowing than most other approaches.
• Gluon shadowing extends to large Q 2 , i.e. is a leading twist effect. • Gluon Shadowing reduces the probability for QQ rescattering.
Suppression of Open
• RHIC: At midrapidity, Antishadowing might be important (not included in this calculation.)
Summary
• At high energies, heavy quark production can be formulated in terms of the same color dipole cross section as low-x DIS, because in all these processes the projectile scatters off the target gluon density.
• The dipole formulation is boost-invariant, but has a particularly intuitive interpretation in the target rest frame.
• Data for open charm production in pp are well described, except for recent STAR measurements.
• All nuclear effects are predicted: no additional free parameters.
• The dipole approach takes into account both, hard saturation effects and soft gluon shadowing.
• Gluon shadowing reduces the probability of heavy quark rescattering by making the target more dilute.
-Both effects are comparable in magnitude at RHIC.
-Leading twist gluon shadowing is the dominant effect at LHC.
